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The Lunar New Year des igns  of Hennessy X.O and V.S.O.P Privilge. Image credit: Hennessy

 
By LUXURY DAILY NEWS SERVICE

LVMH-owned Cognac house Hennessy is toasting to the New Year with ambassador Henry Golding.

The Malaysian-British actor is hosting a virtual Lunar New Year event on Feb. 18, where he will be joined by several
special guests. The Cognac brand is also unveiling a Lunar New Year limited release for Hennessy X.O and V.S.O.P
Privilge, which will be featured in cocktail recipes during the virtual celebration.

X.O OX
Mr. Golding will be joined by gamer and top Internet personality AtomicMari to host the X.O OX Lunar New Year
celebration. The event will be livestreamed on Facebook on Feb. 18 and feature creatives and entrepreneurs from
the Asian and Pacific Islander communities.

Filmmaker and restauranteur Eddie Huang will share his favorite holiday recipe, which will be paired with
mixologist Cari Hah's Hennessy X.O and V.S.O.P Privilge cocktails.

Henry Golding joined Hennessy as  a global ambassador in 2019. Image courtesy of Hennessy
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There will also be special performances by Jay Park, Dumfoundead, MILCK and Kinjaz.

Hennessy also collaborated with Chinese artist Liu Wei for a limited release of X.O and V.S.O.P Privilge to
commemorate the Year of the Ox. The designs feature bold color palettes from Mr. Liu's abstract artwork "SPRING"
and are now available at select retailers.

"Each year brings change and new possibilities, even in times of crisis," Mr. Liu said in a statement. "Focusing on
new creativity gives me lots of hope for the future."

Hennessy commiss ioned an abs tract artwork from Liu Wei for Chinese New Year. Image courtesy of Hennessy

Hennessy has also pledged $250,000 to support minority business owners, including Asian Americans, who have
been impacted by the pandemic as part of its  "Unfinished Business" program.

The initiative is dedicated to providing immediate relief and long-term support to Black, Asian and Latinx small
business owners across the United States. The first round of support from the initiative helped more than a thousand
businesses (see story).
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